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Abstract
An optimizing computer program, developed as part of this study,
determined the turboprop aircraft with lowest direct operating cost for
various sets of cruise speed and field length constraints. External
variables included wing area, wing aspect ratio and engine sea level
static horsepower; tail sizes, climb speed and cruise altitude were
varied within the function evaluation program. Direct operating cost
was minimized for a 150 n, mi typical mission. Generally, DOC increased
with increasing speed and decreasing field len gth but not by a large
amount. Ride roughness, however, increased considerably as speed became
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The resurgence of interest in small, propeller- driven
 aircraft has
sparked renewed analysis of the aerodynamics, structures and propulsion
systems of such planes. Along with advanced technology research, which
is the bent of much of the recent concern, there remains a need for the
answer to a, perhaps, more basic question—that is, for what mission
should this airplane be designed? The "mission" includes not ,lust stage
iength (which is determined by the actual leg distances flown by commuter
airlines) but also the speed at which to climb and cruise and the field
length from which the aircraft must takeoff and land.
This study, rather than seeking to prescribe a particular design or
mission, discovers the relationships between field length and cruise speed
and aircraft direct operating cost. To do this, a gradient optimizing
computer program was developed to minimize direct operating cost (DOC) as
a function of airplane geometry. In this way, one can compare the best
airplane operating under one set of constraints with the best operating




To compare different airplanes, one can make use of relatively simple
techniques for some parameter estimation. For example, a complete stability
and control analysis for tail size determination is superfluous for prelimi-
nary design when statistical correlations of tail sizes with wind and
fuselage characteristics exist for similar airplanes. Thus several such
statistical correlations methods appear in the program. However, one must
also use more sophisticated procedures when a high degree of accuracy is
required or when the particular calculation may have a major influence on
the performance index. The program, therefore, has extensive and detailed
routines for drag, climb, range and other critical values.
For this study a constant 30-passenger fuselage and "rubberized" engines
based on the General Electric CT-7 were used as a baseline. All aircraft
had to have a 600 nautical mile maximum range and were designed to FAR part 25
structural integrity and climb gradient regulations. Direct operating cost
was minimized for atypical design mission of 150 nautical miles. For purposes






The optimizer minimizes direct operating cost as a function of wing
area, aspect ratio and engine sea-level static horsepower rating through
use of a variable metric algorithm which is, in fact, a quasi-Newton's
method. A true Newton's method utilizes the following strategy for size
and direction of step:
1xJ
+1 
n x  - Hj 9j
where x represents the vector of variables, H i is the Hessian (matrix
of second derivatives) at step J. and gj is the gradient vector at
step J. In the absence of second derivative information, a numerical
approximation of the Hessian using known values of the first derivatives
provides an adequate substitute. The variable metric method follows
exactly this procedure.
Of course, for such a complicated function as the one in this study
(the "function" is a thirty page FORTRAN program), even first derivatives
do not exist in closed form. Thus,the program must calculate a gradient
estimate using a forward difference approximation. The differencing step
size is constrained to be rather large (one percent of the variable value)
since noise in the function evaluation leads to incorrect gradients for
small steps.
The variable metric method solves unconstrained problems only. Thus,
in order to account for the inequality constraints which must hold in order
for the aircraft to meet such mission requirements as maximum takeoff
distance, minimum engine-out climb gradient, etc., the program uses what
is termed the "penalty function" or "soft constraint" approach. In a mathe-
matical sense, this method changes the problem to an unconstrained one by
including the constraints in the goal function. The goal function becomes,
GOAL	 DOC + Kiconstraint value - constraint value requiredl
-2-
where DOC = direct operating cost
K w penalty coefficient
4	 = J 0	 if constraint is met
large if constraint is not met.




• available cruise power
• second segment climb gradient
• enroute climb gradient
B. The Function Evaluation
The function evaluation program, which comprises the bulk of the cal-
culations involved in the optimization, acts as a mathematical aircraft
Model. This routine determines, for a prescribed wing area, sea level
.	
static horsepower rating, and wing aspect ratio, the complete geometry,
performance, and operating cost of the resulting airplane. For .simplicity,
it employs preliminary design methodology for estimating such parameters
as zero-lift equivalent drag area, tail sizes, 
CLmax, 
and airplane effi-
ciency factor. The direct operating cost calculation is based on the 1967
ATA DOC method with corrections for inflation and commuter operation. The
following outline briefly describes the function evaluation scheme.
1. Airplane Geometry and Drag Parameters
In order to compute the airplane geometry (wi_ng span, wind mean aero-
dynamic chord, vertical and horizontal tail areas) the program assumes as
constants:
wing average thickness ratio	 .15
tail average thickness ratio
	
.1
wing taper ratio	 .4
horizontal tail aspect ratio
	
4.0










To avoid a complex iteration involving weight and balance, the horizontal
and vertical tail lengths are estimated as 32 ft. and 30 ft., respectively,
and a center of gravity range of 25% of the wing mac is allowed. Using
these estimates, the program calculates tail areas as a function of fuselage
and wing sizes according to ref. 1.
Once all surface areas are known, the program computes the zero-lift
equivalent drag area, f. The formula for f of a component has the form
f i = C i Ki Sweti
where Cf = friction coefficient; function of Reynolds number
K = form factor; function of fineness ratio or thickness ratio
Swet = component wetted area
i	 refers to the ith component such as wing, fuselage,
nacelle, etc.
A summation of all component drag areas, plus a 6% addition for miscellaneous
components, gives the total airplane equivalent parasite drag area;
f = If 1/.94
i
The zero-lift or parasite drag coefficient, Cpp, is Just: Cpp = f/Sw,
Sw = wing reference area.
The program computes airplane efficiency factor, e, from:
e =	 1
7r At ^ T 1 us + .43 Cpp)
where u = induced drag factor due to planform; function of At,
taper ratio, sweep.
s = induced drag factor due to fuselage interferences
function of wing span/fuselage diameter.
-4
Inclusion of CDp in this formula accounts for the increase in profile drag
with angle of attack.
2. Range and Maximum Takeoff Weight
For any combination of wing area, sea level horsepower, and wing
aspect ratio (other possible variables assumed constant) there exists a
takeoff weight necessary to travel a given distance at a given speed. This
routine determines that takeoff weight required for the airplane described
by those three variables to cover a maximum range of 600 N mi. at a pre-
scribed cruising speed. The takeoff weight depends rather heavily on two
other variables - cruise altitude and climb speed. Thus, in order to
include these as variables, the program performs a two dimensional grid
search on altitude and climb speed and saves the combination of the two
which uses the least fuel to complete the 600 N mi. mission.
Determining the maximum takeoff weight is an iterative procedure
completed through the use of a one dimensional minimization routine. The
minimizer employs a "linear search with parabolic inverse interpolation"
with the goal function defined as the square of the difference between the
actual range and the desired range.
The range calculation itself has four major parts:




The weight is calculated using a statistical method based on data from large
and small commercial aircraft, (ref. 1).
The time, fuel, and distance to climb are calculated according to:
hmax




fuel to climb n 	 SHP * SFC dh
hmin
hmax V
distance to clftb	 R7 dh
hmin
where R/C n rate of climb in ft/sec
h a altitude In ft
SHP . shaft power in horsepower
SFC = specific fuel consumption in lb/SNIP-hr
V a true airpseed in ft/s
The climb routine numerically evaluates these integrals making the following
assumptions;
m	
. climb at constant equivalent airspeed
climb at maximum continuous power
SFC constant at maximum continuous power
The numerical integration uses a forward Euler technique and an altitude
step size of 200 ft.
The descent method assumes:
descent at constant equivalent airspeed
descent at constant rate of descent
. idle (minimum) power at 10% of maximum power
The aircraft rate of descent corresponds to a 300 feet per minute
cabin pressure descent where the cabin has a 6000 foot pressure altitude
in cruise. The program computes fuel and distance to descend using the
following integrals:




distance to descend	 Jhmin V dh
where h = a 1 ti tude
SFC . specific fuel consumption
R/0 n rate of descent, ft/sec
V n descent true airspeed, ft/sec
SNP - shaft power
Since the airplane descends at constant equivalent airspeed and constant
rate of descent, the distance integral becomes;
a
C rhmax




where VE = equivalent airspeed for descent
V . VE (1 - 6.8634 x 10' 6 h)-2.1324
Integrating gives;






xj(1 - 6.8634 x 10-6 h)-l'1324lhmin









*	 * _6 16.8634	 1.1324	 10
+1 6.8634 * 10-6 hmax)-1.1324 _ 1
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Fuel to descend is numerically calculated using an explicit Euler
integration and an altitude step sine of 500 ft. The fuel integral begins
at the end of the descent and integrates backwards until the aircraft
reaches the cruising altitude. The weight at the bottom of descent is the
zero fuel weight plus additional fuel weight for an appropriate reserve
mission (100 n,mi. at best specific range plus 45 minutes at best endurance).
The distance covered in the cruising portion of the mission depends
on the weights at the end of climb and at the top of descent. For propeller.
driven aircraft,
Wi
R	 325 * dI
if
where n • propeller efficiency in cruise
D a drag
Wi n weight at beginning of cruise
	
Wf	 weight at end of cruise
	
SFC	 specific fuel consumption
	
R	 range, n. miles
Letting SFC be approximately constant and equal to the average SFC
during cruise, and noting that
D K CD
p
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R a 325 * b Te tan"i 	W S.P	
3 Cpp Tre ]Wf
This formula holds only for the case of constant dynamic pressure, q.
Since the commuter cruises at constant speed and altitude, it satisfies
the condition of invariant q.
3. Evaluation of Constraint Parameters
Five acceptability criteria constrain the aircraft design.
(a) Maximum Cruise Thrust
To fly at the prescribed cruising speed, the maximum thrust
produced by the engines must equal or exceed the cruise drag. Maximum
thrust depends on maximum cruise power according to the relation
	
TN	 550 n SFITIP
where n = propeller efficiency
V = true airspeed, ft/sec
TH = thrust, lb.
Maximum cruise shaft horsepower is determined as a function of airspeed, cruise
altitude, and static sea level power rating. Power calculations are based
on the General Electric CT-7 turboprop engine.
-9-
r (b) Takeoff Distance
Allowed takeoff distances range from 3500 feet to 4500 feet.
FAR takeoff field lengths depend on the parameter.
TOW
OCL
where a - /P^/Po
Sw - reference wing area, ft2
Takeoff distance is calculated for a hot day (ISA + 30.8 0 F) sea level.
(c) Landing Distance
The allowed FAR landing distances range from 3500 feet to
4500 feet, and they depend on the square of the airplane's stalling speed.
Since commuter airplanes do not usually have the ability to jettison fuel,
the studied aircraft must land at ' heir takeoff weights.
(d) Second Segment Climb Gradient
To comply with the Federal Air Regulation, part 25, a twin-
engined airplane must have a second segment climb gradient of 2.4%. The
gradient as womputed for hot day conditions (ISA + 30.8 0 F) at takeoff
power and with one engine inoperative. The drag in this configuration
includes that due to a feathered propeller, due to excess rudder deflec-
tion as a consequence of asymmetric thrust, and due to a 25 degree takeoff
flap deflection.
(e) Enroute Climb Gradient
According to FAR part 25, a twin-engined airplane must have
a one engine-out enroute climb gradient of 1.1%. Since speedfor best
climb gradient for aircraft of this type is less than the minimum allowable
speed, enroute climb gradient is computed at 1.3 times the stalling speed




To optimize the commuter design with respect to operating cost, one
must compute DOC (direct operating cost) for a typical shorthaul mission.
Using a characteristic stage length of 150 N mi., the program finds the
corresponding block fuel and block time for the airplane designed to meet
the restrictions outlined above. Such values as takeoff weight necessary
to Meet the range are calculated according to the method described in the
"Range and Maximum Takeoff Weight" section.
The direct operating cost routine assumes that commuter pilot pay













The cost calculation proceeds as suggested in Ref. 2. Appendix I
contains a complete listing of the program.
C. Ride Roughnesz
Though ride-roughness was not considered in the optimization portion
of the study, a relative ride-roughness parameter was computed for each
optimum airplane. This parameter, taken from the FAR gust-response/
structures regulations is given by
An = 
K a Ude Ve
98 4
where Ua = equivalent gust velocity, ft/s
Ve = equivalent speed, knots








p c a g
Reference 7 provides further discussion of this parameter.
iII .
 Results
The results of the optimization program'show that the airplane with
the lowest direct operating cost flies at 290 knot TAS with an allowed field
length greater than or equal to 4,060 feet, Figure 1. For field lengths
less than 3,650 feet, the 250 knot airplane fares best in terms of DOC as
the large wings required for short landing distances cause excessive drag
at the higher speeds. At greater than 3,650 foot field lengths, 290 knots
is the best speed. The best 330 knot airplane, however, with a landing
distance of 4,275 feet has only one percent worse direct operating cost
than the best airplane overall. Direct operating cost as a function of
field length and cruise speed is presented in Figure 1.
The optimization, aside from determining the effect of cruise speed and
field length on DOC,'produced the following crucial results:
A. Critical Field Lengths
Although, generally, direct operating cost decreases with increasing
field length (for a given speed), for each speed there exists a critical
field length beyond which there is no further improvement in DOC the
field length constraint becomes non-active. Two factors contribute to
this phenomenon. First, though the wing area can decrease with increased
takeoff or landing distance, the aircraft must still maintain a span ade-
quate to meet climb gradient standards. The resulting increase in aspect
ratio increases the weight enough to counteract the beneficial effects of
the lower wing area. Secondly, a smaller wing area forces the aircraft
to an inefficient C L
 far from that for best L/D (which indicates best
specific range for propeller-driven aircraft). A drop in cruise altitude
improves the CL but increases the non-lift dependent drag so the altitude
modification is not worthwhile.
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B. Active Constraints and Optimal Variable Values_
A rough rule of thumb governing the selection of aircraft geometry
states that the lan_ ding field length requirement determines the wing area
and the other operative constraint, whichever one it is, fixes the proper
combination of aspect ratio (span) and engine power. In fact, though
wing area is not quite independent of cruise speed for a given field
length, wing loading (takeoff weight divided by wing area) does not vary
with speed. Thus the landing distance has only secondary effect on aspect
ratio and horsepower required.
Table 1 presents a list of the active constraints—that is, those limit-
ing the designr-for each cruise speed and field length tested. The table
includes the critical field length for each speed. At the lower steeds,
the required enroute climb gradient sizes the aspect ratio and engine power
Since, previously, commuter aircraft have not been designed to meet FAR
part 25 regulations, they have not encountered as much difficulty with the
one-engine-out enroute climb restriction. Though enroute climb rarely
Q	
presents a problem for turbofan aircraft, the turboprop airplane, because
its speed for best climb is lower than the minimum allowable speed (30%
above the stall speed), is often restricted by this regulation if it is
designed according to part 25 rules.
At the highest cruise speed, in most cases, minimum cruise power to
fly at 330 knot determines both engine power and aspect ratio. Obviously,
increasing the horsepower increases the maximum cruise speed, but, though
not as important a factor in the power-restricted cases, increasing the
aspect ratio also increases the maximum cruise speed due to the reduced
induced drag. So, whether the second active constraint is minimum enroute
climb gradient or .power to cruise at a given cruise velocity, several
combinations of aspect ratio and engine power exist to satisfy that con-
straint. The optimizer chooses the best, or Lowest cost, combination of
the two.
At a cruise speed of 330 knot and landing distance 4,275 feet or
more, enroute climb gradient rather than available cruise power becomes
the second operational constraint. This occurs because the wing area has
decreased enough that the cruise drag (and, therefore, cruise power
required) has also decreased to the extent that power to climb is greater




Figure 2 shows the variations of optimal wing area, aspect ratio, and
horsepower with field length and cruise velocity. As expected, wing area
decreases as the field length gets longer. The aspect ratio, however,
increases in an attempt to keep the same span in order to maintain the same
climb gradient or induced drag. The 250 knot airplanes have higher aspect
ratios than the 290 knot planes because they must meet identical climb
gradients but with lower power levels. The slower airplanes have lower
power ratings but higher spans than the 290 knot aircraft. The 330 knot
airplanes have aspect ratios lying between those of the other two speed
aircraft since the cruise speed constraint affects choice of aspect ratio
differently from the enroute climb constraint.
Figure 2c provides an interesting insight into the effects of differing
active constraints on optimum engine power. As wing areas decrease with
increasing field length, the aspect ratios increase but, in general, not
enough to maintain constant span. If enroute climb is critical, then, the
engine power must increase for the airplane to meet the climb gradient for
reduced span. At 250 knot and 290 knot this indeed happens. However, if
meeting the required cruise velocity is critical, the smaller wing area
reduces the parasite drag much more than the smaller span increases
induced drag. Therefore, the aircraft requires less power to overcome
the cruise drag, and the curve indicating a 330 knot aircraft follows
this trend.
C. SensitivityS udies
1. Grid Search About an Optimal Point. :although the optimizing
program chooses a lowest-cost airplane for a given set of constraint
parameters, it gives little information about the effects of small changes
in variable values about that optimum. Figures 3a-c show cost for values
of wing area, aspect ratio, and engine power above and below those calcu-
lated as the optimum for cruise speed equal to 330 knot and a field
length of 4,000 feet. Constraint barriers are included in these figures
to indicate areas of impossible choices. At the smallest wing area
(345 ft`) no airplane can meet the 4,000 foot field length constraint
whereas, at a wing area of 385 ft 2 , all airplanes easily fall below the
field length requirement,
-14-
As these figures illustrate, the optimizer chooses the lowest cost
configuration which can meet all requirements. At the optimum point, the
design is bounded by both cruise power and field length, and, as a conse-
quence, it cannot move in a direction of lower cost. (See Figure 3b.)
The "kinks" in the highest power curves of Figures 3b and 3c occur
because the program allows only discrete values of cruise altitude which
leads to slight discontinuities in the goal function.
2. Non-Optimal Operation, The previous discussion deals with air-
craft operation under the conditions for which that aircraft is designed.
Possibly, however, a commuter operator would like to have the ability to
fly his airplanes at a fast speed even if he normally flies much more
slowly,
Figure 4 shows the cost penalty incurred for two cases of non-optimal
operation. The costs for the optimum airplanes designed for cruise at 330
knots and field lengths of 3,500 and 4,000 feet, but actually flown at
several lower cruise speeds over the 1:50 Nautical mile typical stage length,
are shown. Although the cost does decrease as the airplane slnws down, it
does not reach the economy level achieved for the optimized airplane at
each speed. The difference in DOC between the optimized aircraft and the
high-speed airplane flown at a lower speed reaches as hi g h as 1.4% for air-
planes meeting a 4,000 foot landing distance and as high as 5% for airplanes
with 3,500 foot field lengths. The non-optimized airplanes cost more to
operate at a given speed since their larger engines and higher wing areas
contribute to higher weight and drag and, thus, to more fuel burned per
mission.
D. Ride Roughness
Figure 5 shows ride roughness parameter, en, as a function of field
length for the airplanes generated by the optimizing portion of this study.
The plot does not form a family of smooth curves with speed as a parameter due
to the discrete altitudes allowed in the optimizing routine. In particular,
the lowest field length, 330 knot airplane flies at 25,000 feet because of
the extremely sub-optimal C	 L produced at lower altitude. As the field
length increases and the wing becomes smaller, the airplanes come down to	 4
-15-
20,000 feet since smaller engines provide the required cower at the lower
altitude.
Also shown in figure 5 are the roughness parameters of several
comparable-mission aircraft. Notice that, according to the method employed
here, three of the optimum commuters would, in fact, have more favorable
gust response than the 0C-9-30	 If indeed trues this suggests that commuters
need only increase wing loading by using a good flap system, or slow down
to 260 kts, in order to solve the ride roughness problem. Because of quali-
tative assessments of commuter ride roughness, however, some skepticism
remains as to the validity of using this particular parameter to compare
these somewhat different aircraft.
The theory for response to a sharp-edged gust (see Jones, ref, a) can
be applied to the optimum aircraft and to the DC-9-30. Figure 6 shows the
theoretical curves for maximum ACL vs. mass ratio and those points corre-
sponding to the optimal commuters from this study. The ordinate for this
plot, maximum ACL, is obtained from:
en	 -°CL- x A-
L
ACL
 = An CL
Since, however, on is computed for a 30 ft/'sec equivalent airspeed gust
and the theory shows response to a ;unit gust, the result must be normalized
by
maximum ACL	 An CL V
where U = true gust velocity for which An is computed
V = true airplane speed
The theoretical plot indicates, first of all, that the gust response
method of reference 7 coincides quite well with the theory for a sharp-
edged gust. Secondly, it shows that the OC-9, with comparable mass ratio
-16
and aspect ratio to the optimal commuters, should indeed have comparable
gust response. Even with this evidence, however, a need remains for
verification of An as a useful gust response parameter, especially
since the theoretical curve in figure 6 has been computed only up to mass
ratios of 280 - far less than those of present-day airplanes.
Figure 7 shows a diagram of the optimal airplane for 330 knot cruise
speed and a 4,000 feet field length.
IV. Conclusions
Increasing cruise speed (beyond 290 knot ) and decreasing allowable
field length tend to increase direct operating cost, but only a six
percent difference in DOC exists between the best and worst airplanes
studied. This occurs because each airplane is optimized with respect
to direct operating cost for its particular mission.
One-engine-out enroute climb gradient requirements restrict the commuter
aircraft with turboprops more than they do a turbofan aircraft because
the commuter's speed for best climb gradient is less than its enroute
minimum allowable speed.
The maJor drawback to increasing speed and decreasing runway length is
the increased ride roughness due to both higher velocity and lower wing
loading. The worst ride roughness calculated for an optimal airplane
represents a 45 percent increase in the relative parameter An over the
lowest value.
Some work remains to verify the FAR value An, as a useful parameter
for comparing airplane ride roughness.
-17-
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1. This column contains the second active constraint. The first active
constraint is landing distance at the field length listed in column 2.
2. Critical field length above which field length does not determine wing
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